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Abstract: The study aims to develop and assess an algorithm for efficiently generating parking spot
layouts within predefined area outlines. The algorithm is an attempt to streamline the decision-
making process by producing different design variants and optimizing the utilization of available
space. The algorithm’s primary objective is to streamline decision-making by generating diverse
design variants while optimizing the use of available space, with a distinct focus on mitigating
environmental impact and fostering ecological well-being. Researchers conduct thorough tests
on the algorithm across various outlines, resulting in multiple layout options for each scenario.
They analyzed five representative parking locations and compare the algorithm’s results with the
existing parking spot layouts. Throughout the evaluation process, they consider quantitative and
qualitative data, considering the complexities of communication solutions within each context. The
study findings indicate that the algorithm demonstrates comparable or superior performance to
existing solutions. Overall, the study highlights the promising potential of algorithmic design
approaches in the context of parking lot automated design. Achieving a balance between innovative
designs and user-friendly layouts is crucial, and this is achievable by conducting comprehensive
analyses that consider various factors. The consistent findings underscore the algorithm’s potential to
significantly contribute to sustainable design practices in parking lot layouts, highlighting decreased
environmental strain, efficient land use, and creating urban spaces that prioritize ecological benefits.
Furthermore, seamlessly integrating algorithmic solutions with existing communication systems is
paramount to ensure practical applicability in real-world scenarios. This integration will enable more
effective and practical implementation of the algorithm’s outputs in actual parking lot design projects.

Keywords: generative design; town planning; urban development; road network; design automation;
sustainable design

1. Introduction

The design of parking lots has been a long-standing subject of research [1,2], driven
by the objective to optimize space utilization while ensuring efficiency and adaptability to
evolving requirements and digital solutions for enhanced spatial efficiency [3–5]. This paper
examines algorithmic design approaches for automating the parking lot design process and
explores their advantages and disadvantages [6]. Algorithmic composition in parking lots
offers manifold benefits [7]. One significant advantage is the substantial increase in parking
capacity within a given spatial footprint, effectively addressing the ever-growing demand
for parking spaces. Additionally, algorithmic design allows for quick and streamlined solu-
tions, reducing the time required for design iterations and implementation [8–10]. Such an
approach exhibits inherent flexibility, empowering designers to easily modify the layout by
adjusting parking lines’ arrangement to accommodate diverse spatial constraints and user
demands. Generating numerous design variants through algorithmic approaches optimizes
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parking lot layouts and facilitates tailoring the design to specific needs, enhancing overall
efficiency and user experience [11]. The algorithmic design offers promising potential for
revolutionizing how parking lots are conceptualized and realized, ultimately leading to
more effective space utilization, therefore achieving the sustainability goals.

Moreover, algorithmic design methods offer significant advantages [12]. One pri-
mary concern is the departure from natural patterns and configurations, which can lead
to increased complexity in user navigation and memorization of parking layouts. A more
balanced approach is required to address this, maximizing parking capacity and analyzing
optimal access routes, pedestrian pathways, and overall traffic optimization. Particular
attention should be given to access roads to the facility’s entrance to minimize poten-
tial pedestrian–vehicle interactions, even if such layouts contradict common standards
observed in chain supermarkets. Additionally, specific criteria governing cultural pat-
terns and geographical spaces should be considered when employing algorithmic design
methodologies [13]. In the architectural design process, multiple stages demand thorough
consideration and management. Among these stages, early stage design involving the
configuration and adjustment of functional elements is of utmost importance [14].

During this phase, a simplified version of the project is tested, adjusted, and ana-
lyzed [15,16]. Typically, this process takes a considerable amount of time. However, by in-
tegrating algorithms, the efficiency of this stage can be improved significantly. Algorithmic-
created projects and automated solutions minimize errors, allowing for seamless changes
at any stage without requiring manual redraws or modeling for each version [17,18]. The
design process, while beneficial, inherently involves presumptions that stem from preferred
design approaches and guiding assumptions [19–21]. These factors play a crucial role in
shaping an individualized design process; however, they do not guarantee design efficiency,
which remains a primary goal in many design tasks. On the other hand, algorithmic design
operates within predefined boundaries and preset rules, aiming for the objective of design
efficiency as a priority [22,23].

In this context, the primary objective of the present study was to develop and evaluate
an algorithm capable of automatically generating parking spot layouts within predeter-
mined area outlines. The manual creation of such arrangements is not only time-consuming
but also cost-intensive. Thus, the proposed algorithm was designed to streamline the
decision-making process by efficiently generating diverse design variants and optimizing
the utilization of the available space. This research underscores the significance of adopting
a holistic approach when employing algorithmic design for parking lots. It highlights the
importance of comprehensive evaluations focusing on enhanced parking capacity and
factors such as user experience, safety considerations, and efficient traffic flow. By striking
a balance between space utilization and user-centric design principles [24], this study aims
to contribute to advancing automated algorithmic approaches in parking lot design.

The paradigm of computational design has evolved from replicating identical copies
to algorithmic adaptation in architectural design [25]. One innovative approach within
this paradigm is parametric design, as discussed by Schumacher [26]. This approach
treats geometric properties as variables, enabling the generation of numerous design
variations through an evolutionary algorithm with a cyclical evaluation and selection
process. This feature contributes to enhanced design process efficiency and the ability to
reconcile conflicting design priorities, such as creative and unexpected outcomes, alongside
analytical rationality. Frazer introduces the concept of evolutionary architecture [27],
challenging the traditional approach where architects directly conceive their designs in
their minds. Instead, Frazer proposes formulating design concepts as rules governing
the generation of architectural form. Iteratively applying these rules results in diverse
architectural forms that evolve and adapt over time [27–29]. It should be stressed that such
approaches are often inspired and based on research regarding evolutionary and genetic
algorithms conducted by Holland and Goldberg [30,31].

The shift towards computational design and algorithms allows for the freedom to
iterate forward and backward without compromising design process efficiency and con-
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trol [32,33]. Performance-based design becomes attainable, leading to more effective use
of space and materials [33,34]. While parking lot design is often neglected or treated as
an additional task, its impact on user experience and spatial perception is significant [35].
Considering landscapes and their value in designing parking layouts is essential to creating
spaces that harmoniously integrate with their surroundings [36,37]. Furthermore, the
sustainable use of space in parking lot design can be evaluated using big data, challenging
traditional modernist planning approaches and offering new perspectives [38,39]. The
search for accurate design solutions can be enhanced through digital technologies and
algorithmic approaches, which allow for more significant variation and a better under-
standing of potential solutions [40,41]. This approach enables precise customization of the
final design based on user requirements and contextual factors, leading to a proliferation
of non-identical artifacts. This research aims to uncover these concepts’ implications and
potential applications in architectural practice and beyond.

This research aims to create and analyze a PoC (proof of concept) algorithm that
searches for the layout that generates maximum number of parking spots within the given
boundary. Even though the presented algorithm has many limitations, and its result is
not a ready-to-use design, it can become a support tool in decision-making. Together with
the architect’s supervision and creativity, it can lead to more effective and sustainable
design solutions. After all, alongside other wastes, the waste of space significantly impacts
reasonable usage of the environment. The presented solution can minimize the space
necessary to create a given number of parking spots and save it for environmentally friendly
usage, such as green areas. The environmental gains consist of more green bio-active spaces
and more effective solutions to help minimize the material needed to create the parking
lot. The proposed algorithm, supported by quantitative analysis and the comparison with
human-made solutions, provides a valuable voice in the discussion regarding automating
design processes in the AEC (architecture, engineering, and construction) industry. The
comparison to the created solution verifies the proposed solutions’ efficiency and gives a
strong benchmark point for comparisons and possible applications in the future.

2. Materials and Methods

Developing the algorithm for repetitive design tasks, when explicitly focusing on
parking space layouts in diverse locations, involved a series of crucial decisions shaped by
principles of creativity and universality. The goal was to devise an algorithm that could
be universally applied across various sites, necessitating establishing a core set of rules
defining the architectural form. This approach aligns with Carpo’s notion of design [25]
comparability in responsive websites and draws insights from Schumacher’s discussions
on Parametricism [26,42,43] as well as the concept of induction design formulated by
Watanabe [44]. The algorithm formulation for optimizing parking space layouts in diverse
locations was based on rigorous prior analyses and careful considerations, culminating
in establishing fundamental principles to guide its development. One of these essential
principles involves organizing parking spaces in a perpendicular arrangement along the
entire perimeter of the designated area. This layout choice is driven by maximizing
space utilization and providing convenient vehicle access. By adopting a perpendicular
configuration, the algorithm aims to efficiently allocate available space, accommodating
more parking spots while ensuring ease of maneuverability for drivers.

Furthermore, introducing a peripheral road surrounding the parking spots is critical
to the algorithm’s design. The peripheral road serves the purpose of enabling smooth
circulation and connectivity within the parking layout. This circulation pattern enhances
traffic flow and accessibility, ensuring a well-organized and efficient parking environment.
In filling the remaining interior space of the designated area, the algorithm incorporates
parallel double rows of parking spaces, which are effectively separated by access roads.
This design approach further maximizes the number of available parking spaces, thereby
increasing the overall parking capacity of the area. The algorithm aligns the inner rows of
parking spaces with one or two directions of the sections forming the plot outline. This
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alignment strategy creates a sense of order and unity within the layout, enhancing the
parking space arrangement’s overall aesthetic appeal and functionality. Finally, any re-
maining open areas adjacent to the perimeter road are utilized by creating parallel parking
spaces. This strategic use of available space further contributes to the overall parking
capacity, efficiently using every available area. The algorithm provides a versatile and uni-
versally applicable solution for optimizing parking space in diverse locations by adhering
to these fundamental principles. Its scientific underpinnings and consideration of space
utilization, circulation efficiency, and design coherence align with modern computational
design methodologies, offering promising implications for architecture and urban plan-
ning. Several simplifications were introduced to facilitate the research and streamline the
algorithm development process, each enhancing the proposed algorithm’s efficiency and
applicability for parking space layout optimization. The first simplification involves assum-
ing an adequate road width that allows vehicles to maneuver without additional turning
radii. This assumption enables the algorithm to be implemented across various locations
without requiring extensive adjustments to accommodate different road dimensions. The
algorithm can efficiently allocate parking spaces by assuming an appropriate road width
while ensuring seamless traffic flow.

Another simplification entails considering all parking spaces to be uniform in size
without accounting for specific areas designated for disabled individuals. This decision
results in a consistent layout that simplifies the computational process. However, it is
worth noting that real-world applications may necessitate adaptations to accommodate
specific accessibility requirements for accessible parking spaces, highlighting a potential
area for further refinement in practical implementations. In the interest of computational
simplicity, the algorithm development did not consider any potentially present artifacts in
the area, focusing solely on the parking layout. While this simplification streamlines the
computational approach, it is essential to acknowledge that real-world implementations
require consideration of existing structures and features. Incorporating such elements into
the algorithm would lead to a more comprehensive and contextually aware parking space
layout solution. Based on the fundamental principles and simplifications, the proposed al-
gorithm aims to enhance the efficiency and universality of parking space layouts in diverse
locations. By employing computational techniques, the research contributes to the evolving
field of computational design, unlocking its potential applications in architecture and urban
planning. As the algorithm continues to be refined and adapted for real-world scenarios,
it holds promise in optimizing parking infrastructure for enhanced user experience and
overall urban efficiency. The sample solution was developed using industry-standard 3D
design software, McNeel’s Rhinoceros (version 7 SR32, 7.32.23221.10241, 2023-08-09), and a
visual algorithm editor, Grasshopper (version 9 August 2023 10:24, Build 1.0.0007). Specific
components were implemented using the C# programming language to enhance the algo-
rithm’s flexibility and functionality. The programming process was facilitated by Microsoft
Visual Studio (2022 Version 17.6.0), enabling real-time debugging and streamlined code
maintenance. The algorithm consists of simple step-by-step instructions that generate the
final solution. During the first step, boundary spots are created using the directions existing
in the boundary polyline. Then, the algorithm adds additional spots at the corners where it
is possible. During the next step, the inner grid of spots is created. The grid uses one, two,
or more directions in the plot boundary, based on which is the most efficient algorithm
goal, maximizing the number of spots. Finally, the algorithm tests if adding some parallel
spots around the boundary street are possible. The algorithm allows for multiple directions
and angles of created spots; however, conducted analysis proved that spots perpendicular
to the communication axis are the most efficient.
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Given the limited number of potential solutions and the exploratory nature of the
research, a brute-force approach was chosen for the optimization process. The process
can be supported with an optimization algorithm if the complexity grows with its further
development. The algorithm generates as many options as the number of lines that create
the boundary polyline using one directional grid. Then, it makes the same additional
number of options using two directions. Finally, the one with the highest number of spots
is chosen. Yet the designing team has insight into all the possibilities and can pick or adapt
any other solution.

While exhibiting notable strengths, the adopted algorithm reflects certain limitations
that were intentionally excluded during its development as part of the proof of concept
stage. Notably, factors such as sidewalks and entrances to buildings, pivotal for pedestrian
pathways and overall accessibility, were temporarily omitted to simplify the initial algo-
rithmic framework. Similarly, the decision to overlook existing tall greenery, the potential
for changing entrance locations. These exclusions, made at this early stage, provide a
foundation for future refinement and adaptation, allowing for a more targeted and nuanced
approach as the algorithm evolves in subsequent phases of development.

In the subsequent stages of algorithm refinement, several key enhancements can be im-
plemented to address the identified limitations and incorporate essential elements. Firstly, a
more comprehensive dataset that includes information on sidewalks, entrances to buildings,
and existing tall greenery should be integrated, allowing for a more detailed representation
of urban landscapes. Additionally, the algorithm should be adapted to accommodate
changes in entrance locations, promoting flexibility and responsiveness to dynamic urban
environments. In the ongoing refinement stages of the algorithm, it is imperative to extend
its inclusivity by addressing diverse parking needs. This encompasses not only spaces
designated for individuals with disabilities but also provisions for family-oriented parking
areas and designated zones for campers. Integrating these considerations will contribute
to creating urban spaces that are accommodating and accessible to a wide range of users.
Moreover, accounting for environmental factors, such as water runoff analyses, can be
integrated to enhance the algorithm’s sustainability considerations. These refinements will
contribute to a more holistic and adaptable algorithm better suited to address the complexi-
ties of urban planning while incorporating crucial environmental concerns. By leveraging
these advanced software tools and coding techniques, the development of the algorithm
was underpinned by scientific rigor and methodical experimentation. Integrating the 3D
design software, algorithm editor, and programming language ensured a well-rounded
and robust solution for the repetitive design task. Implementing an optimization algorithm
further enhanced the algorithm’s performance, providing valuable insights into the rela-
tionships between design parameters and resulting layouts. This scientific approach lays
the foundation for future advancements in computational design and its applications in
architecture and urban planning.

The research paper delves into algorithmic design approaches to address the time-
consuming and cost-intensive manual creation of parking lot layouts. The primary objective
is to develop an algorithm capable of efficiently generating diverse design variants and
optimizing the utilization of available space. The research method (Figure 1) involves
several key steps. Firstly, a comprehensive literature review explores existing optimization
methods and algorithmic design software across various disciplines, particularly architec-
ture and urban planning. This review provides valuable insights into methods and tools
that can be adapted for automating the parking lot design process. A literature review
on parking design principles and best practices is conducted to establish a foundation for
determining the fundamental rules and regulations guiding the algorithmic design process.
Various layout configurations, space utilization techniques, and successful approaches
employed to create efficient parking areas are studied in this context.
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Figure 1. Research design—method explanation diagram.

The research study conducted an in-depth analysis of 50 existing parking areas to gain
insights into their layouts, utilization patterns, and prevailing challenges. This analysis
aimed to identify common design patterns and potential areas that could benefit from
algorithmic automation. Large-scale open space organized parking areas characterize all
the selected cases for comparison. The selection was based on the fact that the automated
design’s advantages are evident in large-scale repetitive tasks. The limitation of the study
regarding the selection of large-scale objects was also based on the preliminary research
that has shown that small-scale parking lots are well-designed and need to allow for further
improvements. However, the proposed method can be applied to all scales of parking. The
existing car parks are located in well-developed urban areas in the European Union and
the USA near airports and supermarkets.
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During the first research phase, the algorithm prototype was rigorously tested using a
diverse set of five different geometric boundaries. This set included two rectangular parking
areas and three polylines containing concave and convex corners. For the next evaluation
phase, 30 real-world parking plot boundaries were selected to validate the algorithm’s
performance in practical scenarios. Out of these 30 boundaries, 15 were carefully chosen
for repetitive regular benchmarking, enabling thorough optimization and debugging of
the algorithm. After fine-tuning the algorithm, the research paper presents a comparative
analysis between the algorithm’s outcomes and data collected from five representative
real parking locations. The comparison is based on specific metrics, such as parking space
utilization efficiency, layout accuracy, and overall algorithm functionality. Moreover, the
algorithm showcased robust performance in handling complex geometric boundaries, such
as concave and convex corners, ensuring practical applicability. The study validates the
algorithm’s effectiveness in optimizing parking area layouts and addresses challenges
related to parking space utilization, providing valuable insights for future automated
parking design systems.

Next, relevant software tools are carefully selected based on the findings from the liter-
ature review, aligning them with the research objectives. These tools facilitate algorithmic
design and optimization tasks in the context of parking lot layout generation. The chosen
software tools are then subjected to in-depth analysis to investigate how each can effectively
generate parking spot layouts within predetermined area outlines. Understanding the capa-
bilities of these tools is crucial for their successful integration into the proposed algorithmic
approach. The researchers critically assess existing software tools to automate parking
area design and compare them against the research objectives. This assessment is made to
identify potential limitations and gaps that the proposed algorithm can address. Drawing
from the literature review on parking design and analyzing existing parking areas, the
researchers determine the fundamental rules and principles contributing to area-effective
parking lot designs. These rules serve as guidelines to generate optimized parking layouts.
Various methods for representing the determined rules in an algorithmic approach are
analyzed. A suitable representation method is selected, and automated generation and
optimization of parking spot layouts within predetermined area outlines. Prototype algo-
rithms are developed based on the selected tools and established rules. These algorithms
automatically generate and optimize parking spot layouts following the defined principles.
Extensive testing, analysis, and comparison with existing parking areas are conducted to
evaluate the performance and effectiveness of each algorithm.

The final step focuses on enhancing the area-effective parking layouts generated by
the prototype algorithms. A time-effective optimization technique is developed further to
optimize the parking layouts within the predetermined area outlines. The performance of
this optimization technique is then evaluated and compared with existing parking areas
to assess its effectiveness and efficiency. The present research is centered on meticulously
evaluating and comparing acquired results. In cases where discrepancies or inaccuracies
were encountered, a methodical procedure was implemented to refine and enhance the
prototype algorithm. Subsequently, a comprehensive validation process encompassed the
entirety of the research, culminating in a succinct summary that facilitates the identification
of significant findings and the proposal of novel directions for future research endeavors
within the domain. The research aims to achieve parking lot automated design and efficient
generation of diverse design variants while optimizing space utilization. The proposed
algorithm has the potential to streamline decision-making processes and significantly
reduce the time and costs associated with manual parking lot layout creation.

3. Results

This study aimed to develop and evaluate an algorithm that efficiently generates
parking spot layouts within predefined area outlines. The manual creation of such arrange-
ments is known to be time-consuming and resource-intensive. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm aimed to streamline the decision-making process by generating design variants
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and optimizing the utilization of available areas. The algorithm underwent thorough
testing on various outlines, resulting in various layout variants for each case, depending on
the complexity of the boundary. Specifically, for the locations analyzed in this paper, the
algorithm generated between 30 and 54 variants for each case (Figure 2).
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Furthermore, in the algorithm’s results, peripheral spots were removed to establish
access to public roads, mirroring the existing layout. The analysis encountered challenges
in directly comparing the number of parking spots generated by the algorithm with the
existing spots, owing to the algorithm’s layout simplification and the impact of local condi-
tions. As a result, quantitative and qualitative data were considered during the evaluation
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process, and particular attention was paid to the complexities of communication solutions,
especially regarding links between the car park and the existing road system. Results were
analyzed for each of the five car parks, presenting the minimum and maximum capacities
achieved for each plot and comparing them with the actual capacity of the respective car
parks (Table 1). Adjustments were made in counting existing spots, considering artifacts
such as trees occupying parking spaces and accounting for additional spots allocated for
disabled or family parking. Due to the “proof of concept” character of the testing algorithm,
such adjustments were necessary to make comparison possible.

Table 1. The table comparing the number of spots delivered by the algorithm with the existing one.

Parking Location
Number of Spots Number of Additional

Spots Generated
by Algorithm

Algorithm
Minimum

Algorithm
Maximum Existing 1

Szczęśliwa 3,
Gdańsk, Poland 2242 2359 1875 (79) 484

Spadochroniarzy 3,
Gdańsk, Poland 1492 1577 1439 (88) 138

Juliusza słowackiego 200,
Gdańsk, Poland 630 690 537 (4) 153

Piazzale Angelo Moratti,
Milan, Italy 1324 1380 1216 (58) 164

3131 E Main Street,
Mohegan Lake, NY, USA 677 727 727 (18) 0

1 Numbers in brackets represent the numbers of spots taken by artifacts, which are added to the result of existing
number of spots (as described in text).

Across all analyzed cases, the algorithm demonstrated comparable or superior perfor-
mance to the existing solutions. For instance, the Mohegan Lake parking lot exhibited equal
parking spaces between the algorithm’s output and the existing layout. In contrast, the
parking lot at Szczęśliwa Street in Gdansk yielded 484 more spaces through the algorithm’s
optimized layout. The authors emphasized that adequate parking space arrangements not
only increase the number of spots but also have the potential to expand green areas while
maintaining the same parking plot capacity. To demonstrate this, the “area per parking
spot” ratio was computed alongside calculating biologically active areas that could be
achieved with a more effective parking layout. This computation multiplied the additional
spots by the area per spot ratio obtained from the algorithm’s best solution (Figure 4).
Finally, the existing green areas within boundaries were subtracted from these values. The
layouts generated by the algorithm have more potential for green space after the revision
by the architect, especially at the corners. But even without it, they significantly increase
possible green areas in most of the cases.

The study’s results highlight the algorithm’s effectiveness in optimizing parking spot
layouts, leading to improvements in parking area efficiency and potential additional green
space in various locations (Table 2).

At Szczęśliwa 3 in Gdańsk (Figure 5), the algorithm’s best layout achieved an “Area
per spot” ratio of 22.00 square meters, compared to the existing 27.68 square meters. This
indicates a notable increase in parking efficiency, and the algorithm’s layout design could
potentially create an additional green area of 9160.85 square meters. The potential for
increased capacity by altering the main direction of inner parking spots is represented in
this example. The algorithm’s suggested direction appears to align more naturally with
pedestrian flow compared to the existing layout, which currently features pathways for
pedestrians along the longer edge of the plot, approximately at its midpoint. However,
parked cars sometimes obstruct these pathways, hindering pedestrian movement. Adopt-
ing the algorithm-generated layout could potentially resolve this issue, as the algorithm’s
optimized direction could offer improved pedestrian accessibility and flow within the park-
ing area. This finding highlights the algorithm’s capability to address practical challenges
related to parking space utilization and pedestrian movement, making it a promising
solution for enhancing the efficiency and functionality of parking plots.
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Table 2. The table compares the “area per spot” ratio and possible additional green areas.

Parking Location
Area per Spot Ratio [Square Meters] Possible Additional

Green Area 1

[Square Meters]
Algorithm
Minimum

Algorithm
Maximum Existing

Szczęśliwa 3,
Gdańsk, Poland 23.15 22.00 27.68 9160.85 (1489)

Spadochroniarzy 3,
Gdańsk, Poland 22.87 21.64 23.72 2986.38 (0)

Juliusza słowackiego 200,
Gdańsk, Poland 25.31 23.11 29.70 1988.30 (1548)

Piazzale Angelo Moratti,
Milan, Italy 22.86 21.93 24.89 2656.59 (940)

3131 E Main Street,
Mohegan Lake, NY, USA 31.18 29.04 29.04 −1199.00 (1199)

1 Numbers in brackets represent the square meters of a green area existing on site, subtracted from the possible
additional green area calculated using the “area per spot ratio”.
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Figure 5. Comparison of parking layouts, location: Szczęśliwa 3, Gdańsk, Poland: (a) Existing
solution with 1875 parking spots; (b) best solution generated by the algorithm with 2359 parking
spots (484 more spots or 9160.85 square meters of green area). Input parameters—street width:
600 cm, spot width: 500 cm, spot length: 600 cm.

Similarly, at Spadochroniarzy 3 (Figure 6), Juliusza Słowackiego 200 in Gdańsk
(Figure 7), and MediolanPiazzale Angelo Moratti in Milan (Figure 8), the algorithm’s
optimized layouts demonstrated reduced “Area per spot” ratios, indicating enhanced
parking efficiency and the potential for additional green space expansion, even including
the fact that there are already some green areas within the boundaries of existing solu-
tions. The possible additional green areas for these locations were 2986.38 square meters,
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1988.30 square meters, and 2656.59 square meters, respectively. Altering the main direction
of inner parking spots can lead to a significantly larger capacity, with the algorithm’s sug-
gested direction being more suitable for pedestrian flow compared to the existing layout.
Pedestrian pathways along the longer edge of the plot, while theoretically present, are often
obstructed by parked cars. Implementing the algorithm’s layout may resolve this issue and
enhance pedestrian accessibility. Parking behavior indicates that individuals tend to park
on green areas within turning radii, highlighting the need for improved design solutions to
optimize parking spaces and utilize available area effectively.
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Figure 6. Comparison of parking layouts, location: Spadochroniarzy 3, Gdańsk, Poland: (a) Existing
solution with 1439 parking spots; (b) best solution generated by the algorithm with 1577 parking spots
(138 more spots or 2986.38 square meters of green area). Input parameters—street width: 600 cm,
spot width: 250 cm, spot length: 500 cm.
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Figure 7. Comparison of parking layouts, location: Juliusza Słowackiego 200, Gdańsk, Poland:
(a) Existing solution with 537 parking spots; (b) Best solution generated by the algorithm with
690 parking spots (153 more spots or 1988.30 square meters of green area). Input parameters—street
width: 600 cm, spot width: 250 cm, spot length: 500 cm.

However, at 3131 E Main Street in Mohegan Lake (Figure 9), the analysis of the parking
plot presents a unique scenario, as the algorithm’s results yielded a capacity identical to
the existing layout. The current number of spots matched the algorithm’s best result, 727.
Since the site already contains green areas, it results in a negative value of additional green
space. However, it is essential to note that the existing parking uses the road outside the
tested lot. The result, in this case regarding greenery, does not give referral values. Never-
theless, an intriguing observation is that the algorithm-generated layout closely resembles
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the actual layout at this site. In this case, the primary challenge is interpreting the local
communication system with the parking plot boundary. An in-depth examination of the
communication system’s influence on the parking plot design sheds light on the complex
interplay between the existing infrastructure and the algorithm’s optimization process.
The close similarity between the algorithm’s layout and the real-world layout suggests
that the local communication system plays a significant role in shaping the parking space
arrangement. The case of Mohegan Lake underscores the importance of considering and
interpreting local contextual factors while deploying algorithmic solutions for parking
optimization. In practice, harmonizing the algorithm with existing communication sys-
tems proves essential for achieving seamless integration and practical applicability. The
algorithm’s application in optimizing parking spot layouts led to improved parking effi-
ciency in most locations and offered the potential for increased green spaces. The findings
underscore the algorithm’s practical applicability in creating more sustainable and efficient
parking solutions in urban environments.
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600 cm, spot width: 250 cm, spot length: 500 cm.
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4. Discussion

The design of parking lots has traditionally been a complex and time-consuming
process, requiring meticulous planning and consideration of various factors. However,
introducing algorithmic design approaches offers advantages for parking lot automated
design. This section discusses the benefits and drawbacks of algorithmic design methods,
highlights the importance of comprehensive analyses, and emphasizes the need to balance
space utilization and user-centric design principles. One of the notable advantages of algo-
rithmic design in parking lots is its ability to significantly increase parking capacity within a
given spatial footprint. By leveraging algorithms, designers can optimize the arrangement
of parking lots and address the pressing issue of the growing demand for parking spaces in
urban areas. This feature of algorithmic design is particularly beneficial in land-constrained
areas, where efficient space utilization is critical. Another critical advantage of algorithmic
design is its capacity for quick and streamlined solutions. Automating the design process
reduces the time required for design iterations and implementation. Designers can generate
multiple design variants efficiently, facilitating rapid decision-making and accelerating the
overall design process. This time-saving aspect of algorithmic design enables designers to
meet tight project timelines and adapt to changing requirements effectively.

In environmental considerations and sustainability, this research emphasizes the
pivotal role of effective urban space utilization in fostering positive ecological outcomes.
The algorithm can be a driving force for a more sustainable and environmentally friendly
design by optimizing parking space allocation and integrating green areas within urban
planning. Incorporating designated parking spaces for individuals with disabilities, family-
friendly zones addresses immediate parking needs and reduces the ecological footprint
associated with expansive parking lots. Simultaneously, the algorithm’s promotion of green
spaces contributes to sustainability mitigating the urban heat island effect. The algorithm’s
strategic approach to parking and green space allocation represents a significant stride
towards achieving a more sustainable and ecologically conscious urban design.

Flexibility is another significant benefit offered by algorithmic design in parking lot
design. The ability to easily modify the layout by adjusting the arrangement of parking
lines allows designers to accommodate different spatial constraints and user demands. This
flexibility ensures that the parking lot design can be tailored to specific needs and optimized
for different contexts. Designers can experiment with various layouts and configurations
to achieve the most efficient use of space while considering accessibility, traffic flow, and
user convenience. However, algorithmic design methods have certain drawbacks. The
primary concern is the departure from natural patterns and configurations in parking lot
layouts. While algorithmic design can maximize parking capacity, the resulting layouts may
deviate from traditional patterns that are familiar to users. This departure from applied
patterns can introduce complexity and potential challenges for users regarding navigation
and memorization of parking layouts. Designers must balance innovative designs and
user-friendly layouts, ensuring that the parking lot remains intuitive and easy to navigate.

Moreover, the prevailing focus on maximizing parking capacity should include funda-
mental analyses of optimal access routes, pedestrian pathways, and overall traffic optimiza-
tion. While algorithmic design can efficiently generate parking lot layouts, considering
factors beyond capacity, such as pedestrian safety and efficient traffic flow, is essential. For
instance, the orientation of access roads perpendicular to the facility’s entrance is ideal for
minimizing pedestrian-vehicle interactions. However, this design principle may conflict
with common layout standards observed in chain supermarkets. Therefore, a comprehen-
sive, holistic analysis incorporating various considerations is crucial to balance parking
capacity and user experience. This study emphasizes the importance of incorporating
comprehensive analyses prioritizing enhanced parking capacity while encompassing user
experience, safety considerations, and efficient traffic flow. By considering these factors, de-
signers can create parking lot designs that maximize space utilization and provide drivers
and pedestrians with a seamless and user-friendly experience.
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This research aligns with the prevailing trend of advancing digital tools that augment
the design process, with notable comparisons to the evolving TestFit platform. TestFit oper-
ates concurrently with the proposed solution, offering a dynamic platform for generating
conceptual designs for various architectural and urban structures, including housing, hotels,
and parking facilities. The presented algorithm shares similarities with TestFit’s parking
creator, as both generate boundary spots and a regular grid of spaces within. Among
other available software, ParkCad (version 5.0) also allows for the automation of parking
design, such as TestFit (version 4.4.0). While TestFit and ParkCad incorporate additional
features such as fillet radius, the algorithm maximizes available parking spots. It achieves
this by blending perpendicular and parallel parking orientations and combining multiple
main connected directions to generate inner grids. Despite their nuanced differences, both
solutions exemplify tools designed to automate and support repetitive design tasks. TestFit
and the presented algorithm showcase the potential for streamlining the design process
through digital tools. Further advancements and the development of such solutions are
expected, signifying a continued trajectory toward more sophisticated and efficient digital
tools for architectural and urban design.

5. Conclusions

This research investigates the merits and drawbacks of algorithmic design method-
ologies in the context of parking lot automated design. Advantages include augmented
parking capacity, streamlined solutions, and increased flexibility. By leveraging algorithms,
designers can optimize the utilization of parking spaces and effectively address the growing
demand for parking facilities. Furthermore, the automated design process reduces the time
required for design iterations and implementation, thus enhancing efficiency.

Achieving a balance between innovative designs that maximize parking capacity and
user-friendly layouts that prioritize ease of use is imperative. Comprehensive analyses are
pivotal in algorithmic design for parking lots, extending beyond mere capacity considera-
tions. These analyses include optimal access routes, pedestrian pathways, and traffic flow
optimization. By integrating these elements, the parking lot design can optimize capac-
ity while emphasizing user experience, safety, and efficient traffic management. Digital
architecture helps to create complex content with algorithms that architects and designers
can use. Parametric and algorithmic design are terms describing the use of computational
design methods. Parametric design can be associated with generative design, in which, in
a sense, the architectural form is the joint work of the architect and an algorithm. Digital
algorithms express the architect’s concept directly, whereas algorithmic techniques can only
be used in a selected design work area. Automating the drawing process allows more focus
on the project’s goal. On the other hand, such action also has disadvantages, such as fully
trusting in automation, repeating the form, and needing more individuality.
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